Abstract. Combination of descriptive entities-i.e. multiple inheritance and related mechanisms-is usually only supported at compile time in statically typed languages. The language gbeta is statically typed and has supported run-time creation of classes and methods since 1997, by means of the pattern combination operator '&'. However, with certain combinations of operands the '&' operator fails; as a result, creation of new classes and methods at run-time had to be considered a dangerous operation. This paper presents a large and useful class of combinations, and proves that combinations in this class will always succeed.
Introduction
Descriptive entities-such as classes and methods-can be combined in some languages. Multiple inheritance is an example of such a mechanism, combining classes. The pattern combination operator '&' in gbeta [?,?] is another such mechanism, capable of combining classes as well as methods since the pattern concept [?,?,?] unifies and generalizes the concepts of class and method.
Conventionally, combination of descriptive entities is confined to compile time in languages with static type checking. Pattern combination in gbeta has been supported as a run-time facility since 1997. The resulting patterns could be used safely, subject to the same kind of type checking as all other patterns known only by an upper bound, e.g., open virtual patterns. But the combination operation itself could fail for certain pairs of operands. It is in a sense similar to a simple arithmetic operation like division: The expression x/y may cause an exception if y is zero, otherwise the result will be just as safe to use as any other number-only the operation itself is dangerous, not the outcome.
This paper describes a large and useful class of pairs of operands to the gbeta operator '&' where the combination will succeed, thereby enabling programmers to use run-time combination of classes and methods without worrying about failure. One way to describe this class is to say that at least one operand must have been created by single inheritance.
It is crucial that this criterion only restricts one operand, the other operand is allowed to be an arbitrary pattern. Because of this, it is possible for programmers to employ dynamic combination of patterns which are not known at compiletime, as in the following gbeta example:
addColor:
(# inClass,outClass: ##Point; enter inClass## (* argument list *) do inClass & ColorPoint ## -> outClass## (* method body *) exit outClass## (* result *) #)
Box 1
The classes Point and ColorPoint are unsurprising and assumed to be defined elsewhere-technically they are patterns, but we will use the words 'class' and 'method' as synonyms to 'pattern', as a usage hint.
The example in box ?? declares the method addColor; this method receives an argument inClass which is a class, constrained to be a subclass of Point. The body computes the combination of the argument and ColorPoint, and stores the result in outClass, which is then the result of the method. This is a good example of a kind of dynamic creation of classes that used to be unsafe in gbeta. With the enhancements described in this paper, it is statically known to be safe.
Assuming that ClickablePoint is a subclass of Point we could do this:
(# myClass: ##Point; (* mutable, class-valued reference *) myPoint:
∧ Point; (* mutable, object-valued reference *) do ClickablePoint## -> addColor -> myClass##; (* 1 *)
This expression declares a local attribute myClass, used to hold the dynamically created class, and a local attribute myPoint, used to hold an instance of the dynamically created class. The body of this block then (at '1') proceeds to invoke the method addColor, giving it the class ClickablePoint as the argument and storing the result in myClass. Finally, at '2', an instance of myClass is created and a reference to the new object is stored in myPoint. This invocation of addColor is type correct because the argument ClickablePoint is a subclass of Point-the declared type bound of the argument of addColor-and because the returned result is known to be some subclass of Point and myClass is allowed to contain any subclass of Point. Finally, the new instance of myClass can be assigned to myPoint because myClass is declared to be some subclass of Point, and myPoint is allowed to refer to instances of any subclass of Point.
To illustrate the effect of this, here is a version in C+ + that uses static class combination, namely multiple inheritance, to achieve a similar effect: instance, myPoint. Of course, the C+ + example is less flexible than the gbeta example, because the C+ + example is expressed in terms of compile-time classes and compile-time class combination operations, whereas the gbeta method addColor can create a combination of ColorPoint and any subclass of Point, possibly a subclass that is not known until run-time or even one that is created dynamically.
The rest of this paper concentrates on the treatment of a formalization of the core of the pattern combination mechanism and its domain. Section ?? presents the basic domains and operations, such as mixins, patterns, and pattern combination. Section ?? describes a criterion on the operands of a pattern combination operation that ensures successful combination, and proves the correctness of this claim. Section ?? discusses this result in context of the language gbeta. Finally, Sec. ?? presents related work and Sec. ?? concludes.
Basic Entities
This section describes the basic domains and operations in a formalization of the gbeta pattern combination mechanism. First, we have a countable set M whose members are known as mixins. M is partially ordered by the relation ' '. In this context we do not need to model the internal structure of mixins, so we consider the elements of M as primitive; for a more detailed model, see [?, Chap.12].
Definition 1 (Pattern). The set of patterns, P, is defined to be the set of ordering relations on subsets of M such that each pattern P ∈ P satisfies the following criteria:
If R is an order relation on a set A then dom(R) is the domain of R, i.e., {x ∈ A | ∃ y ∈ A. (x, y) ∈ R ∨ (y, x) ∈ R}, and R is R itself used in binary expressions, i.e., x R y ⇔ (x, y) ∈ R. Criterion (??) says that for every mixin x in a pattern P , all elements larger than x are also in P . In other words, the domain of a pattern is upwards closed. Criterion (??) says that if two mixins x and y in a pattern P are ordered according to ' ' then their ordering in P must coincide. In other words, a pattern is not allowed to contradict the global ordering of mixins. As a consequence, every pattern P must be a superset of the restriction of ' ' to dom(P ). Criterion (??) just expresses that every pattern is a total order on its domain.
Intuitively, an element of M is a mixin, i.e., an increment that differentiates a given class from its immediate super-class. For example, the difference between Point and ColorPoint could be the mixin (# color: @string #), which adds an attribute named color to its superclass.
The intuition behind the global ordering ' ' is that it expresses inheritance dependencies. We have x y if and only if the mixin x statically depends on the mixin y, i.e., if code inside x has been type checked under the assumption that attributes in y are available. Now, criterion (??) says that each mixin can only exist in a pattern where all the mixins from which it inherits are also present. Criterion (??) says that the ordering of mixins in every pattern must respect the inheritance based ordering. It is a useful approximation of the gbeta semantics to say that this means that we will respect overriding relations: If, e.g., a mixin ColorPoint overrides a method that it inherits from Point then there can be no pattern that includes these two mixins and lets the Point implementation override the ColorPoint implementation-if both are present then the ColorPoint implementation must dominate. Finally, criterion (??) ensures that every question about overriding has a well-defined answer.
1 Now we can specify the meaning of the pattern combination operator:
Given two total order relations R 1 and R 2 , the combination of them is defined as follows:
where R = (R 1 ∪R 2 ) * , i.e., the transitive closure of the union of R 1 and R 2 , and R is the inverse relation of R, i.e. {(y, x)|(x, y) ∈ R}.
In [?] this operator was defined on total pre-orders, so the present definition is slightly less general. In fact, we tried to integrate patterns as total pre-orders into gbeta for about two years; but the inherent lack of ordering 2 creates profound problems with combination of behavior: It is simply not appropriate to deny the programmer explicit control over the ordering of imperative actions. The new developments starting with the results in this paper seem much more promising.
Intuitively, R 1 &R 2 is computed by adding R 1 and R 2 (that is R 1 ∪R 2 ), then adding ordering-elements such that the relation is again transitive (producing R), and finally adding all elements from R 2 to R 1 that do not contradict Reffectively making R 2 elements smaller than R 1 elements, unless anything is known to the contrary. A simple algorithm that computes R 1 &R 2 from R 1 and R 2 is given in [?, Fig. 4 ]. It is known as the 'C3' linearization algorithm [?] .
As it was proved in [?, Prop. 2], this operation will produce a total order whenever R 1 ∪ R 2 does not have a cycle. Hence, in these cases the result of merging two patterns P &Q is a totally ordered set of mixins. Moreover, it is easy to prove that R i ⊆ R 1 &R 2 for i ∈ {1, 2} for all total orders R 1 and R 2 , i.e., that merging does not change the ordering of any two mixins in R 1 or in R 2 . Similarly, it is easy to show that dom(R 1 ) ∪ dom(R 2 ) = dom(R 1 &R 2 ). This shows that criterion (??) and (??) are also satisfied for P &Q. We conclude:
Lemma 1 (Partial closure property of &). Given two patterns P and Q. If P ∪ Q does not contain cycles then P &Q and Q&P are patterns.
1 Note that overriding is used here as a useful approximation to the actual gbeta semantics which is based on pattern combination and not overriding. 2 A total order is isomorphic to a list, whereas a total pre-order is isomorphic to a list of sets of mutually unordered elements
A Safety Criterion
As we saw in the previous section, two patterns P and Q can be combined to a new pattern P &Q if P ∪ Q does not contain cycles.
A problem arises if P ∪Q does contain cycles. In context of the static analysis of gbeta, from 1997 until recently, we considered it impossible to ascertain that two patterns P and Q would satisfy this no-cycles criterion unless both P and Q were compile-time constant expressions. Hence, any combination operation applied to a pattern that was only known by an upper bound at compile-time would be flagged by the gbeta compiler as a dangerous operation.
However, a new possibility arises with the introduction of the global ordering ' ' (not considered in [?]), and the requirement that patterns respect this ordering. Consider a special kind of patterns, namely the rigid ones:
Definition 3 (Rigid patterns). A pattern P is rigid iff the restriction of the global ordering ' ' to dom(P ) is a total order.
When the restriction of ' ' to dom(P ) is a total order, there can only be one pattern with domain dom(P ). Hence, any reordering of mixins within P will produce a non-pattern. 'Rigid' refers to this lack of reordering flexibility. Intuitively, a rigid class is a class that is produced by single inheritance. Using only single inheritance, the most specific mixin inherits from all the other mixins, the second most specific inherits from all other except the most specific one, etc.
Lemma 2 (Everybody agrees with a rigid pattern). Let P be a rigid pattern and Q an arbitrary pattern. If x, y ∈ dom(P ) ∩ dom(Q), then
The proof of this lemma can be found in App. ??. Now we can state and prove the main result of this paper:
Theorem 1 (It is safe to merge with a rigid pattern). Let P be a rigid pattern and Q an arbitrary pattern. Then P &Q and Q&P are both patterns.
Again, the proof is in App. ??. As a consequence of this theorem, it is sufficient to verify that at least one of the two operands to '&' is rigid, then the operation will succeed. This is most fortunate, because rigid patterns are a very natural choice for an incremental enhancement of a given, arbitrary pattern.
The rigid pattern would be a conceptually coherent and focused descriptive entity, created by single inheritance, referred to by means of a compile-time constant denotation, and meaningful as a unit of enhancement for a complex pattern. The other operand can be an arbitrary pattern, e.g., a mutable patternvalued attribute like inClass in the method addColor. This allows us to build a complex pattern by repeatedly adding conceptually focused aspects, i.e. rigid patterns, with no need for exact static knowledge about the complex pattern under creation, and without worrying about failure of the combination operation.
In Context of the Language
How do we know that the language gbeta actually invariantly maintains the properties (??), (??), and (??) for all patterns?
Property (??) is easy: Since each pattern (in the current implementation) is represented as a list of representations of mixins, it is indeed a total order.
The property (??), that the domain is upwards closed, is maintained because no operation can ever remove a mixin from a pattern, and because every mixin is initially created by evaluation of a pattern expression whose locally, statically known structure was used to define the ordering ' ', and because
The value of a pattern expression is always exactly the locally, statically known value, or a subpattern thereof.
A subpattern of a pattern P is a pattern that is a superlist of mixins, i.e., a list of mixins that can produce P by deleting zero or more mixins. Hence, the locally statically known mixins will also be available in a subpattern. Property (??) has been a fundamental element in the gbeta static analysis for about 5 years, and the several hundred experimental or testing programs and many thousands of experiments have not produced a counter-example. It would be highly useful though hardly trivial to formalize the entire gbeta analysis and establish a proof of this property.
Finally property (??), that patterns respect ' ', is ensured by property (??) together with the fact that pattern combination preserves the ordering of mixins in each operand. Let us sketch a proof by induction in the number of pattern combination operations: Property (??) ensures that a pattern that is not created by pattern combination will satisfy (??), because ' ' is derived from the locally, statically known ordering of mixins at each pattern declaration. For the induction step, assume that P &Q is a pattern, containing a pair of mixins x and y with x P &Q y, but y x. If y ∈ dom(P ) then also x ∈ dom(P ) by property (??), and y P x by the induction hypothesis-which is a contradiction because P &Q should then also contain y and x in that order. Similarly if y ∈ dom(Q).
A very important observation is that the safety of pattern combination with a rigid pattern applies recursively: When pattern combination propagates, as described in [?] , it may happen that one of the derived pattern combinations fails. For instance, we may be able to create a class by merging two existing classes, but the derived combination of the virtual methods in those two classes may cause a combination failure. But Th. ?? saves us here just as well as it did in the one-level case. We just need to check that every virtual pattern syntactically nested in the rigid pattern is itself rigid. Every derived pattern combination will then have at least one rigid operand, and hence it will succeed. So all we need to do is to extend the rigidity test to be applied recursively to syntactically nested virtuals: a recursively rigid pattern can be safely merged with an arbitrary pattern, also when the propagation is taken into consideration.
There is one requirement that the implementation of gbeta has not satisfied until recently. The problem is that gbeta must allow all patterns in the set P to exist. It has been a deeply built-in restriction in gbeta that no pattern would be allowed to contain two mixins associated with the same syntactic expression (on the form (#...#)), but with two different environments. It would take too much space to explain the details of this problem here; suffice it to say that the difficulties inherent in the required generalization of gbeta seem to be solved by now, as the implementation of support for multiple mixins with the same syntax in a pattern is stabilizing. The test according to Th. ?? has been implemented for about two months. The basic framework of mixins, pattern combination, and compile-time analysis has been implemented and used for years.
One snake remains, however, in the paradise. A final binding on a virtual pattern specifies that it cannot be further specialized in subpatterns. In a version of gbeta without final bindings, the problem does of course not arise. Final bindings are a well-known means to remove covariance, thereby making it typesafe to call certain methods etc. However, many years of practical experience with Beta (which has both virtual patterns and final bindings) seems to indicate that immutable object references are a more useful tool to this end-it does not constrain the set of patterns that may exist; and it is crucial for family polymorphism, where final bindings do not suffice. If we decide to keep final bindings, one solution would be to define that a mixin with a final binding does not create a subtype-in other words, the subsumption test which now checks whether we can create a given pattern Q by deleting zero or more mixins from a pattern P must then refuse to delete mixins containing a final binding. The mixin concept is fundamental to gbeta, but mixins cannot be manipulated individually, only via '&'; in this sense it is similar to CLOS and the other early class-based approaches. It also uses linearization, specifically the C3 [?] algorithm, but the formalization (Def. ??) and proofs of properties in terms thereof are our contributions. The mixin ordering ' ' ensures correctness in a similar way as the inheritance interface of [?] and the mixin application type check in [?] , but gbeta mixin application is more dynamic because it allows combination of patterns not known before run-time. As this paper shows, dynamic mixin application is safe under certain conditions. Finally, dynamic mixin application connects gbeta and languages with delegation. In particular, Lava [?] supports static and dynamic delegation; [?] made it clear that final declarations are incompatible with subtyping when they occur in a delegatee, corresponding to a mixin's superclass.
Related Work

Conclusion
We have presented a formalization of the core of the pattern algebra that allows the language gbeta to combine classes and methods dynamically, and then use the outcome in a statically safe manner. It has been a long-standing problem in this context that the combination operation itself could not be guaranteed to succeed, unless applied to two compile-time constant pattern expressions-essentially reducing pattern combination to either a static or an unsafe operation. However, the formalization was used to prove that an important, comprehensible, and useful category of combination operations is indeed safe, namely when at least one of the operands is a rigid pattern, i.e., it has been created by means of single inheritance. For safety, final bindings must statically visible, but this problem seems to be solvable. Since this allows the gradual construction of a complex pattern by means of repeated enhancements with conceptually clear and wholesome single-inheritance constructs, we believe that safe, dynamic combination of classes and methods is now available in a form that is useful for practical programming.
dom(P ) is a total order. But then every pair of elements in P is ordered in accordance with ' ', hence x y. Finally, x y implies that x Q y, because Q must also satisfy (??). The argument is similar under the assumption y P x.
Proof (of Theorem ??). Assume that P ∪ Q contains a cycle. We must show that this leads to a contradiction, and then the result follows from Lemma ??.
First note that P ∪ Q is not an order relation, so we cannot assume transitivity etc. Now, a cycle in P ∪ Q is a finite sequence x1, x2 . . . x k of at least two distinct elements such that (xi P xj) ∨ (xi Q xj)
for i ∈ {1 . . . k − 1} ∧ j = i + 1 and i = k ∧ j = 1.
Consider the sequence as a circular graph with vertices x1 . . . x k and colored, directed edges between them-a green edge from xi to xj if xi P xj and a red edge same place if xi Q xj (and both a red and a green edge if both xi P xj and xi Q xj).
Note that we cannot have have a complete red cycle or a complete green cycle, since P and Q are both patterns and hence total orders. However, we can replace every green path xa . . . x b with a green edge from xa to x b , thus deleting all elements between xa and x b , and similarly for red paths. This is because P is transitive and Q is transitive, and a single-color path refers to only one of P and Q. Any red edges on a green path are just deleted in the process, and similarly for green edges on a red path. Assume that we have performed this transformation as often as possible. The graph will now have alternating red and green edges, corresponding to a cycle that can be described as follows: It is a sequence of at least two distinct elements y1 . . . ym such that (yi P yi+1) ∧ (yi+1 Q yj) for i ∈ {1, 3, 5 . . . m − 3} and j = i + 2, and i = m − 1 ∧ j = 1.
Note that yi ∈ dom(P ) ∩ dom(Q) for all i ∈ {1 . . . m}, because every yi is adjacent to both a red and a green edge. Since P is total this means that all elements on the cycle are related in P . Now consider the sequence y1, y3, . . . ym−1. We cannot have yi P yj for all i ∈ {1, 3 . . . m − 3} ∧ j = i + 2 and i = m − 1 ∧ j = 1, because then we would have a cycle in P . So we have yj P yi for some i ∈ {1, 3 . . . m − 3} ∧ j = i + 2 or i = m − 1 ∧ j = 1. With a possible renaming we can assume that y3 P y1. Then we have y3 P y1 P y2 and by transitivity of P , y3 P y2. But we also had y2 Q y3, which establishes the required contradiction since Lemma ?? tells us that the relation y2 Q y3 cannot exist in any pattern when y3 P y2 exists in a rigid pattern.
